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Abstract

● This research paper investigates the differences in experiences that the Millenial 

and Gen Z generations have gone through in college and beyond

● Specifically college costs, retention rates, and Gen Zers entering the work force

● College costs have been rising, retention rates is better in full time students, and 

workforces must adapt to the new generation
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Through College and Beyond
Research Question

This literature review is a critical analysis of the experiences of Millennials and Gen Zers in college 

in order to understand how the differences and similarities between the two are significant to college 

student success on university campuses around the United States. In order to understand the 

experiences of Millennials and Gen Zers in college, this literature will analyze 3 scholarly, peer 

reviewed, research studies concerning  the experiences of Millennials and Gen Zers in college 



Introduction

● Millennials:1981-1996, Gen Z:1997-2012  
● Think about your study habits, living in the dorm and working 

through college
● Now think about what Dr. Sam did
● Gen Z and Millennials face the same challenges
● Cost of College
● Retention Rate 
● Life beyond college



Purpose Statement

● The purpose of this research paper is to provide insight on how 

Gen Z and Millennials face challenges in college and beyond. 



Review of the Literature



The Escalating Cost of College
Discussion

●The Cost of College has been steadily increasing since the 80s

○ Including living expenses, tuition, textbooks

○ For the Millennial and Gen Z generations, affording college has been a 
much more difficult task than it was for Baby Boomers and Gen X

○ Millennials would’ve attended college roughly from 2000-2014

○ For Generation Z this would be from 2015 to present day

● Increasing administration pay and more spending towards athletics have 
intensified this





Completing College: A National View of Student Attainment 

Rates

Discussion

●Full time students have a much better completion rate than part students 

●Completion rates of full time students are 76.2%, compared to part time 
students which are 17.5%

●55% of the US population will have an associates degree by 2025



Business Leaders, Banking, and A Brighter Future: Life Beyond 

College

Discussion

● Both generations want a meaningful workplace

● A common leadership characteristic intelligence

● Gen Z is a harder generation to accommodate as they are known as the 

technology generation

● Empowering employees allows for more openness in ideas 

● Specifically, banking industries will have a harder time finding new 

employees from Gen Z 



Significance

● College is stressful

● always strive for a higher education because it is possible

● Gen Z and Millennials went through the same challenges

● Industries should adapt to new generations



Recommendations

● First Gen college students should ask for help and get as much info as 
possible.

● visit  schools, job shadow, find security in choice
● The rising cost of college is a big picture problem that must be solved by 

those in power, and Gen Zers should make their voices heard

Job shadowing

Request ULL INFO



Conclusion

● The world must adapt to the generations

● Gen Z is known as technology generation 

● Contributions made

● Cost can be scary but retention rates rise as well 

● Anything is possible if you set your mind to it
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